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! WARNING
RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK

This fixture should be installed by a qualified electrician.
Turn off electrical power at fuse or circuit breaker box before wiring fixture to the power supply.
Turn off the power while performing any maintenance.
Verify that supply voltage is correct by comparing it with the fixture label information.
Make all electrical and grounded connections in accordance with the National Electrical Code and any 
applicable local code requirements.
All wiring connections should be compatible with the fixture.
Do not modify the fixture. Any supplementary hole would compromise the tightness, the main characteristic of 
this fixture. It also void the warranty.

Part No. Ordering Number Input Frequency Color temperature Power Selectable Rated Current

VPT0155W-4VTADHV14P3CK-V4 VTHB-100W-150W-VAR-V4 AC120-347V 50/60Hz Selectable 
3500K/4000K/5000K

100W/120W/
135W/155W

120V: 1.3A
347V: 0.454A

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SURFACE MOUNT

1. Drill the fitting holes at the place of installation (wall/ ceiling), 
make sure that no cables or other lines are passing. (Figure 1)

2. Attach brackets to ceiling/wall using screws and secure the 
back of the luminaire housing into the mounting brackets. 
(Figure 2)

3. Ensure the LED tray is secured with the safety tethers 
(Figure 3), let the LED tray hang down from the tray bracket.
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4. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION:

Make the necessary wiring connections as shown in the wiring
diagram. (Figure 4)

NOTE: Ensure the correct polarity for the dimming wires.

NOTE: If not using the dimming functionality, DO NOT connect the 
Driver Dim+ (Violet) and the Driver DIM- (Pink). Insert the liquid tight 
conduit and liquid tight conduit fitting into the knockout located on the 
end of the housing. Bring in the power cord and make wiring 
connections . See Figure 4.

NOTE: Insert supplied plug into unused fixture knockout.

NOTE: If IP67 is required, an additional gasket is required at both ends of 
the bottom housing. See Figure 5.

5. Put LED tray back into the housing and secure it by snapping in place 
using the tray brackets. (Figure 6,7)

6. Reattach the lens cover and secure using the latches. (Figure 8,9)

PENDANT MOUNT

How to assemble chain:
Assemble the V Hanger and Chain as shown in the figure.

NEUTRAL


